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WELCOME
At Hanford, we believe that we can
transform girls’ lives.
Our beautiful setting, adventurous curriculum and
inspirational teachers empower our girls, ensuring that
they are well prepared not only for their senior schools
but also for the excitements and challenges which lie
ahead.
Hanford girls enjoy unique, life-affirming
opportunities; they lead active and healthy lives; they
develop lifelong friendships and learn to care for
others. Hanford girls go on to a host of top public
schools where they will continue to flourish, having
received a perfect start here.
We believe that Hanford is unique: not simply for the
sake of it, but because it works. While these pages will
never fully capture all of the elements of a Hanford
education, they should at least give you a flavour of
what it is like to be a Hanford Girl. Ultimately, we hope
that you agree that Hanford is school as it should be.

Rory Johnston
Headmaster
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OUR HISTORY
Founded in 1947 by Mrs C and the Reverend
Clifford Canning, Hanford has always dared to
be different.
The Cannings believed that children are best prepared
for their adult lives if they are given the freedom
to develop in their own time and in as carefree and
diverting an environment as possible. They established
a school with a family feel, with little in the way of
hierarchy and where girls could wear their home
clothes.
Their ethos remains at the heart of all we do. Hanford
continues to provide a beautiful setting in which girls
can enjoy being children yet still fulfil their potential,
develop their creativity and curiosity and create
friendships which will last a lifetime.
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OUR PURPOSE
Our purpose is to enable our girls and staff to live fulfilling,
happy and varied lives by means of an inspirational and
adventurous education
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OUR FOCUS
Our focus is to ensure that every girl
flourishes and learns what makes them
‘fizz’, whether that is in the classroom, on
the stage, on the playing fields, in the music
school or simply in their free time.
We achieve this by offering:
•

a broad and academically rigorous curriculum
taught by exceptional teachers

•

the highest quality sports coaching for all girls

•

the opportunity for all girls to ride regardless of
prior experience or ability

•

stimulating extra-curricular activities

•

flexible boarding arrangements

•

yearly festivals which inspire curiosity and
enthusiasm

•

life-affirming experiences which the girls will
remember forever

•

individual support and guidance to each of our
girls

•

a heart warming setting in which the girls can be
children
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ACADEMIC
At Hanford, we believe the breadth and
academic rigour of our curriculum inspires
a lifelong love of learning.
We have a number of dedicated subject specialists
whose range and depth of knowledge stimulates the
girls’ curiosity and encourages independent learning.
As a non-selective school, we celebrate the progress and
achievement of all our girls - whether for a particular
piece of work or for being awarded an academic
scholarship to their senior school.
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CURRICULUM

ACADEMIC

RIGOROUS BROAD

JUNIOR

SENIOR

The girls are taught in
a warm and nurturing
environment with plenty
of freedom and time to

In Years 7 and 8, we prepare
them for the academic
rigours of scholarship
and Common Entrance

play. The emphasis is on
introducing them to the
Hanford curriculum and
on acquiring the essential
skills and knowledge on
which it is founded.

and, wherever possible,
go beyond the confines of
the syllabus to expand and
deepen their knowledge
and understanding.

MIDDLE
During Year 6, girls are
introduced to new subjects
and activities and are able
to focus on the skills they
need for the final two years
without the pressure of
external exams.
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ASSESSMENT
We use yearly assessment
and our own professional
judgement to determine
how best to help the girls
realise their potential. In
the middle and senior

years, there are regular
exams which the girls are
encouraged to see as a
normal part of the learning
process.

LEARNING
SUPPORT
We have an experienced
team who provide learning
support to the girls as
required - whether for a
few lessons, for a term
or even throughout their
time at Hanford - to
build their confidence in
key subjects, to reinforce
existing learning or to
address particular learning
differences.

SUBJECTS
Art

Art Appreciation
Biology
Chemistry
Critical Thinking
Current Affairs
English
French
General Knowledge
Geography
Handwork
History
ICT
Latin
Maths
Music
PE
Physics
Religious Studies
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SPORTS
All Hanford girls, no matter their ability
or experience, are coached by the same
specialists.
We have games every day and each girl is given the
opportunity to play in a team. Our inclusive approach
fosters an enduring love of games and a healthy
competitive spirit.
We make the most of our varied, and in some cases,
unique facilities:
•

the all weather netball and tennis courts

•

the outdoor heated swimming pool

•

the traditional gymnastic apparatus

•

the beautiful Dorset countryside for cross country

•

the athletics and lacrosse pitch

•

the lawn which is used for hockey, cricket and
rounders
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DANCE

Summer afternoons offer
the opportunity for all girls
to take part in athletics. We
consistently field a strong
team at the regional Wessex
Athletic competitions where
a number of the girls often
qualify for the National
Championships.

Dance is an important aspect
of physical education at
Hanford. Girls are taught a
range of different types of
dance. Tap, jazz and ballet
are all taught by an external
teacher. Reeling and creative
movement is taught within
the PE curriculum.

OPPORTUNITY

SPORTING

A VARIED & AMBITIOUS

ATHLETICS

CROSS
COUNTRY

Our local geography is perfect
for training a cross country
team. Hanford girls love
running around the school
and it is easy to persuade them
to run around the countryside
too - even before breakfast.
All girls take part in crosscountry and we have great
results in local and national
competitions.
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CRICKET
Cricket on the lawn is a
new addition to our sports
programme and it has proved
to be popular amongst the girls.

GYMNASTICS
Gym is taught throughout
the year to develop balance,
coordination and creativity. The
House Competition is a much
enjoyed highlight at the end of
the autumn term.

HOCKEY

ROUNDERS

Hockey is played during the
autumn and spring terms.
Games take place on the
lawn and there is also the all
weather facility available for
specific skill training.

Rounders is a popular summer
sport enjoyed by the girls.
Matches are arranged with
local prep schools developing
team spirit and collaboration.

LACROSSE
Hanford is lucky enough to
have an England Lacrosse player
within the department. The
girls love this fast, free-flowing
game and enjoy playing matches
against local senior schools.

TENNIS
Hanford girls are strong tennis
players and consistently win
local and county trophies. Tennis
coaching is offered throughout
the year, delivered by an external
professional coach.

NETBALL

SWIMMING

Netball is a high energy sport
played during the autumn
and spring terms. Matches
are played locally and as girls
progress through the school
they compete at the county and
national IAPS tournaments.

The outdoor heated swimming
pool at Hanford is everyone’s
favourite, particularly when
it is raining. In addition to
formal lessons, the girls have
the opportunity to ‘free’ swim
at the weekend.
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RIDING
Riding enables the girls to grow in
confidence, courage and responsibility.
Ponies and riding have always been a key part of life at
Hanford and we are very fortunate to have beautiful
stables, an excellent selection of ponies and wonderful
facilities at our disposal.
The vast majority of girls ride, irrespective of their
prior ability. They typically ride once a week, either
in the indoor school or in the countryside where they
will see the world around them from a different angle.
We have a cross country course and offer vaulting
on a Saturday morning. In the summer, older girls
may have the opportunity to ride before breakfast, an
experience they will treasure for the rest of their lives.
Girls take an active role in the stables: many of them
will catch the ponies before breakfast (bringing them
into the stables from the fields) and help with feeding
and mucking out; there is a stable management
activity; and the more senior girls will form a riding
committee with the riding team.
Some girls may be allowed to bring their own pony to
school on the understanding that other girls will need
to be able to ride and care for it: what better way to
learn to share?
20
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ACTIVITIES
We have an exciting and diverse activities
programme to broaden their horizons,
develop their softer skills and discover
lifelong interests.
We have formal activity sessions on a Wednesday
afternoon and on a Saturday morning. These activities
are timetabled and form the basis of the Canning
Awards where their skills and achievements are
tracked, monitored and rewarded.
Also on offer during the evenings and at weekends, is a
range of less formal activities and trips for the girls to
enjoy.
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ACTIVITIES

RANGE OF

STIMULATING

APPLE PRESSING DEBATING

CODING & COMPUTING
DRAMA ARCHERY POTTERY

STABLE MANAGEMENT
KNITTING TRIPS FLORISTRY

C HESS MANDARIN

RIDING TABLE TENNIS CARDS

BROWNIES SHOOTING
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CAMPING BOOK CLUB
OUTWARD BOUND COOKERY

MAGICAL MUSIC CRAFT
PUBLIC SPEAKING CLIMBING

FIRST AID BUSHCRAFT
EXPLORATION& DISCOVERY

SPANISH GARDENING
KEYBOARDS TEXTILES DANCE
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FESTIVALS
As part of our innovative approach to
education, Hanford focuses in depth on a
particular theme each year.
Hanford has established a programme of festivals,
designed to inspire and develop the girls’ interests
through a combination of practical workshops and
inspirational speakers. Festivals to date have included:
Literary, Arts, Adventurers and Explorers and STEM,
with more to come...

Speakers
Authors: Emma Carroll, Santa Montefiore, Piers Torday,
Joanna Trollope, Philip Reeve
Artists: Mark Coreth, Michael Taylor
Adventurers and Explorers: Pen Hadow, Sophie
Montagne, Sarah Outen, Anna McNuff
Scientists: Adam Hart-Davis, Alex Bellos, Dr Erica
MacAllister
Experts: Lord Dalmeny, Rufus Bird

Workshops
A writing workshop with Olivia Tuffin and the Hanford
ponies - in the stables, Raft building, Gothic Writing,
CSI Hanford, Storytelling, Making 3-D insects with

Piers Torday speaking at the Hanford Literary Festival

Peter Rush, Building wind turbines, Creating willow
creatures with Caroline Gregson, The Chemistry of
Perfume, recycled plastic bottle light installation
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EXPERIENCES

HANFORD

THE UNIQUE

Hanford gives girls unique
memories that will last a
lifetime: Early morning rides
over Hod Hill Building dens
in Chestnut Tending their
allotments in the walled
garden Climbing the cedar
tree Singing in Chapel
Watching
Shakespeare
plays in the Hall Catching
ponies before breakfast
Performing with the whole
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school in the Parents’
Day play Dressing up for
Mrs C’s day The Hanford
Nativity Early morning runs
Committees Leavers’ dares
Bonfire night skits in the
gym Swimming outdoors
in October Making jumps
in Tumbledown Hanford
Tetrathlon The slide into
the swimming pool Form
picnics in the Box Gardens
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INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT
Our smaller size tutor system and regular
communication means all staff get to know
the girls really well during their time with us.
Our tutor system pairs every girl with a member of
staff from the day they arrive. Each girl meets regularly
with her tutor to discuss her progress in all areas.
The tutor is therefore able to provide advice and
guidance as necessary, encourage their tutee to try new
activities and and ensure she makes the most of her
time at Hanford.
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BOARDING
At Hanford, all girls, including day girls, have
their own bed.
This gives day girls the flexibility to stay any night
during the term, even at short notice.
The younger girls sleep in the main house with its
lovely family feel. In their final year, girls move
into their own separate UVIth boarding house called
Fan’s. Here they are given greater independence and
autonomy which helps them to make the transition to
life at senior school.
Dorms at Hanford come in all shapes and sizes. Each
one is individually named and decorated in its own
unique and colourful way. The girls love to add their
own finishing touches with family photographs,
pictures, pillows and soft toys.
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SETTING
Hanford is set in beautiful grounds which
could have been created specially for
childhood adventures.
The girls have plenty of freedom to roam and are
often found building dens, playing games or having
adventures in the grounds.
The walled gardens provide not only fresh vegetables
for the kitchens and fresh flowers for the house but
also another wonderful space for the girls to pursue
their passions. Many girls have their own allotments
or help with tending the flower beds. The girls in Vth
Form plant a fruit tree in the walled garden for the
benefit of future generations.
There are many animals on site giving the girls
chickens to feed, dogs to walk and ponies to look after.
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OUR SPIRIT
Our spririt is to celebrate the joys, freedoms
and benefits of childhood.
Childhood is too important to be rushed. We believe
that our girls flourish because they are given the time
and space to be children not in spite of it.
The girls discover how to keep themselves occupied
– without the distractions of social media or the
need for direction. They learn how to make strong
friendships and – which is possibly more important –
how to repair broken friendships without unnecessary
interference.
They learn how to respect each other and themselves
– yet not take themselves too seriously. Above all, they
have the time and space to enjoy their childhood.
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OUR CHARACTER
Our character is to celebrate the joys,
freedoms and benefits of childhood.
We encourage our girls to look beyond their
immediate community and to consider their
contribution to the wider world. The entire
curriculum - reinforced by a broad-ranging
programme of activities - promotes teamwork,
leadership, independence and responsibility. It
provides the girls with the tools they need to build
their intellectual and emotional character so that they
can become effective learners and skilful thinkers.
In this environment, girls discover how to face life’s
opportunities and challenges with:
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•

Confidence

•

Courage

•

Creativity

•

Curiosity

•

Enthusiasm

•

Humour

•

Integrity

•

Kindness
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“Hanford’s spirit of freedom and
trust inspired our daughter’s love
of music and art.” 			
Hanford Parent
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“Since becoming a Hanford
Girl her self-confidence has been
transformed.” 			
Hanford Parent
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“We were so impressed with
the engagement and quality of
questions asked by the girls.”
Pen Hadow, Explorer
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“Terrifying for her mother...
wonderful for her!”
			
Hanford Parent
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“She continues to be a great
enthusiast for all she does, whether
in the classroom, on the playing
fields or elsewhere. Long may that
continue.”
		
Headmaster’s Report
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“What struck us and the other
passengers during our various
encounters with them was their
infectious sense of humour.”
Letter from fellow passenger
on cross-channel ferry
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“Her honesty and sense of fairness
go a long way.”
		
Pastoral Tutor Report
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“The school is kind; it
communicates care across the
breadth of its staff from the stables
to the Headmaster and everyone in
between.”
Hanford Parent
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OUR OUTCOME
Confident, independent and happy girls,
with a great sense of fun, an enthusiasm for
life, a love of learning and a willingness to
take risks.
She may leave the school but she will always be a
Hanford Girl.
We have a lively, fun and connected Alumnae network
that meet and visit us regularly. Some even return as
members of staff.

“I feel so lucky to have been one of
the people who were able to come to
Hanford to experience its magic.”
Hanford Leaver
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DESTINATION SCHOOLS
Hanford girls go on to a host of public
schools; many of them with academic, art,
sport, drama or all-round awards.
There they will continue to flourish, having
received a perfect start here.

Bedales*

Leweston

Stowe

Bradfield College

Marlborough College*

Thomas Hardye School

Bryanston*

Sherborne Girls*

Tudor Hall

Cheltenham Ladies College*

St Mary’s Ascot*

Uppingham

Clayesmore

St Mary’s Calne*

Westonbirt*

Gillingham School

St Mary’s Shaftesbury*

Wellington College

Godolphin*

St Swithun’s

Wycombe Abbey

Heathfield*

Stonar

King’s School, Bruton*

* Hanford girls have received awards and scholarships recently from those marked schools
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HOW TO ARRANGE A VISIT
Hanford is unique and, whilst these pages have attempted to give you a
flavour of the richness of life here, it can never be fully captured in a book so
please do come and visit us.
You may either join us for one of our Open Mornings or you may arrange a private
tour.
Two of our enthusiastic girls will show you around their school. They will, in all
likelihood, tell you the names of each pony, show you how to climb around Seymer
without touching the floor or even point out all the branches of their climbing tree.
You will be able to ask their views on life at school: the teachers, the boarding, the food,
the manners system, SYRs, the sport... anything – and they will give you their honest
opinions.
I hope that they will tell you about their memorable experiences here whether that
is Bonfire Night, the Nativity Play, the Tetrathlon, early morning rides, the Hanford
Hullaballoo, catching, Escape from Hanford or even Saturday evening cockie-ollie.
Above all, I hope that they will leave a lasting impression on you for their openness,
their confidence and their passion for the school.
If you would like your daughter to join us at Hanford, then please call me on 01258
860219 or email me on mallinsonk@hanfordschool.co.uk
I hope to meet you soon.

Karen Mallinson
Head of Admissions
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HANFORD
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01258 860219
www.hanfordschool.co.uk
Child Okeford, Blandford, Dorset DT11 8HN
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